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In H1 2015, Mergermarket surveyed 
250 senior-level executives, drawn from 175 

corporates and 75 private equity firms based 

outside of the EU.  

All of the firms had recently conducted 

an acquisition within the EU, with 40% 

having made an acquisition in the UK, 16% in 

Germany, 8% the Netherlands, 7% Italy, 5% 

France and 24% in another market. 

One hundred of the executives were 

based in North America, 100 were based 

in Asia and 50 were from the Middle East 

or Africa. Respondents were split across 

Methodology

IN WHICH EU COUNTRY DID YOUR MOST RECENT ACQUISITION TAKE PLACE? (SELECT ONE)
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1%

1%

1%

1%

1%
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Acquisition Percentage

EU countries not selected

Non-EU countries 

six sectors: business & financial services, 

consumer, energy & resources, industrial & 

chemicals, TMT and life sciences. 

Corporate revenues of respondent 

companies were split between €1bn+  

(122), €501m-1bn (23) and €100m-500m 

(30). The survey included a combination 

of qualitative and quantitative questions 

and all interviews were conducted over the 

telephone by appointment. Results were 

analysed and collated by Mergermarket and 

all responses are anonymised and presented 

in aggregate.
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Inbound acquisitions on the rise
Europe is starting to put many of its economic woes behind it. As many countries now post 

positive economic growth figures and the spectre of sovereign debt crises recedes, it is 

increasingly catching the attention of international investors. Our study shows that inbound 

M&A in the EU has been rising steadily over the last five years as overseas companies have looked 

to the region to boost their technological capability, extend their product ranges and snap up 

some of Europe’s leading brands. 

And while inbound EU M&A spans an array of sectors, reflecting the breadth of the European 

economy, TMT and industrials & chemicals are attracting the most attention, with buyers from 

the US and Asia leading the way.

Many buyers have been drawn by attractive company valuations, with a weaker euro in 2015 

making deals particularly attractive to international companies and private equity firms. They 

are also displaying a high level of confidence in the region, with many of our respondents citing 

strong economic growth as a key factor in their decision to invest in the EU. Added to this is the 

fact that the vast majority of respondents have had a positive experience with their most recent 

acquisitions, with most target businesses meeting or exceeding buyers’ revenue and profit 

expectations.

Nevertheless, overseas buyers do face some challenges when it comes to buying businesses  

in the EU. Top of the list is meeting sellers’ price expectations, a reflection of the upwards trend 

of valuations in Europe – while they remain low relative to other markets such as the US, they are 

on an upward trend. Volatile economic conditions are also a concern, which is unsurprising given 

the economic turbulence the region has faced over recent years. And finally, regulation ranks as 

one of the major challenges. There have been many regulatory changes over the last few years 

in areas such as financial services and more reform to come, such as in the energy markets, and 

many inbound acquirers often find keeping up to date with changes and complying with them 

both expensive and difficult to manage.

Yet despite these challenges, the likelihood is that inbound activity will continue to rise: 

most of our respondents are planning to acquire further businesses in the EU, having been 

encouraged by their experience to date and with a conviction that Europe is on a growth 

trajectory – 95% of respondents are expecting the EU to grow over the next two years. Yet, as 

our survey shows, buyers will be seeking targets in countries they believe will offer a stable and 

consistent regulatory environment to ensure they can manage the risks involved in cross-

border M&A effectively.

Overall, our study suggests a highly positive outlook for inbound M&A in Europe, with both 

corporate and private equity acquirers seeking deal opportunities in the region. In turn, Europe 

has much to gain from this influx of international capital, as buyers seek to expand and improve 

their acquisition targets both domestically and on the global stage. 

Alessandro De Nicola

Regional Head of Corporate Business Unit, Europe

Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP

Foreword





74% 
say that profits 

from the acquisition 
have met pre-deal 

expectations

95% 
believe there will be 

growth in the EU over 
the next two years

67% 
feel that their 

experience with their 
recent acquisition 

has encouraged them 
to invest in the same 
country in the future

95% 
say that their most 

recent acquisition has 
made them more likely 

to invest again in the 
EU as a whole

EU attracts  
international 

buyers
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Over the last several years, the EU 

has become an increasingly attractive 

investment destination for international 

acquirers. As the region has edged out of 

the financial and associated sovereign debt 

crises, and the uncertainty around the euro 

currency’s long-term viability has largely 

abated, so buyers from the Americas, Asia 

and the Middle East and Africa (MEA) have 

looked to the EU for assets.

These buyers are seeking acquisitions 

that have the potential to boost their 

technological capability, that can add new 

brands and products to their portfolios and 

that can give them a foothold in a market with 

a forecast GDP growth rate, according to the 

European Commission, of 1.9% for 2015.  

In addition, relatively low valuations, 

particularly in the Southern European states, 

are proving a big draw for many buyers.

There have been notable moves into 

the European market, according to Shawn 

Atkinson, Orrick partner. “We have seen the 

number of inbound European transactions 

from our US and Asian client’s  increase 

significantly in 2015,” he says. “Especially with 

respect to the European technology sector.”

INBOUND M&A GROWING STEADILY

The figures back this up. Inbound M&A into 

the EU has risen steadily over the last five 

years to reach a total of 1,332 deals worth 

€461.8bn in 2015. This is up from a value total 

of just €66.7bn for the whole of 2009 with 

EU attracts international buyers
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inbound M&A accounting for nearly a quarter 

of all EU deals by volume and 49% of deals by 

value for 2015.

TMT AND INDUSTRIALS & 
CHEMICALS TOP SECTORS FOR 
INWARD INVESTMENT

As with previous years, TMT proved a 

particular hotspot for buyers from North 

America in 2015. This sector accounted for 

more than a quarter (199) of the total 762 

acquisitions announced by buyers from 

this region. Part of this activity is being 

driven by the large, cash-rich US-based 

technology players looking to take advantage 

of the changes in mobile, cloud and big data 

markets – Microsoft has recently announced 

the acquisition of German app developer 

6Wunderkinder and Apple acquired London-

based music analytics tool company Semetric 

at the start of the year, for example.

European companies’ capacity 

for innovation and growing ability to 

commercialise IP is clearly a big draw here, 

but there are other – macroeconomic – 

factors attracting buyers from  the Americas. 

Relative political stability was one cited by 

a respondent. “The target was a strategic 

choice we made,” explained a director of 

finance at a US-based TMT company, which 

most recently acquired in the UK. “We 

analysed the political behaviour within the 

region and the impact on our performance.

After this we decided to go ahead with the 

deal. There are fewer chances of political 

risk rising in this region, which gave us the 

confidence to successfully complete  

the deal.”

TMT is also the second most popular 

sector for Asian buyers in Europe. One of the 

larger such deals in 2015 was the acquisition 

by Hutchison Whampoa-owned O2 UK 

from Spanish group Telefonica for€14.1bn. 

On announcing agreement, Hutchison 

Whampoa Group Managing Director Canning 

Fok commented: “This very significant 

investment for Hutchison reflects our 

continued confidence in the UK economy 

and its commitment to maintain and foster a 

dynamic telecommunications sector.”

Industrials & chemicals, however, beats 

TMT to the top spot for Asian buyers. 

Around a third (85) of the total 280 

deals announced by Asian buyers were 

companies in the industrials & chemicals 

sector. Chinese acquirers, in particular, are 

at the forefront of this trend as the latest 

government’s five-year plan (set out in 2011) 

stipulated that Chinese companies should 

seek to acquire overseas technology and 

brands. Europe is attractive for these buyers 

on account of its strong IP and high quality 

assets, but also because of the current 

relative weakness of the euro. For example, 

The acquisition by Hutchison Whampoa-owned Three of O2 UK was one of the biggest deals in 2015
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EU INBOUND M&A VOLUMES BY BIDDER REGION AND SECTOR  2015 

Americas Asia 

Europe 

MEA

Sectors Total deal count 

Financial services 89

Real estate 26

Pharma, medical, biotech 103

Defence 4

Leisure 63

Energy, mining, utilities 53

Consumer 144

Agriculture 4

Construction 26

Business services 167

TMT 276

Industrial & chemicals 315

Transportation 41
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such as Honeywell’s €4.6bn acquisition  

of the Elster meter business from Melrose 

Industries, announced in July, suggest  

that this momentum will be maintained  

for some time to come. The deal,  

according to Honeywell Chief Executive 

Dave Cote, creates a “new platform for 

acquisition targets”.

POSITIVE RESULTS LEADING 
TO FURTHER INVESTMENT

And it seems that international investors in 

the EU are far from disappointed with the 

performance of their recent acquisitions. 

Strikingly, nearly all respondents to our 

survey have had positive experiences – 

100% of those surveyed say that revenues 

the state-owned China National Chemical 

Corporation made a foray into Italy in 

March 2015 by acquiring tyremaker Pirelli 

for €7bn, and more recent times have seen 

two Chinese companies – Bohai Leasing and 

AVIC Capital – vie to acquire Irish aircraft 

leasing group Avolon. 

Industrials & chemicals also ranks 

second in popularity among buyers from 

North America, accounting for 161 of their 

announced deals. With cash piles building 

among US industrial companies, many are 

seeking EU targets, citing the low value of 

the euro as a positive contributing factor to 

the analysis of investment. US acquisitions 

of companies in the industrials & chemicals 

space stood at €44.4bn in 2015 and deals 

EU M&A – DOMESTIC VS INBOUND BY VOLUME

EU M&A – DOMESTIC VS INBOUND BY VALUE

Inbound Domestic 

Key
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TO WHAT EXTENT HAS THIS ACQUISITION MET YOUR PRE-DEAL EXPECTATIONS 
IN TERMS OF REVENUE GROWTH AND PROFITABILITY SO FAR?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Profitability Revenues 

AHEAD OF EXPECTATIONS 

MET EXPECTATIONS 

BEHIND EXPECTATIONS 

Key

14%

59%

0% 12%

74%

41%

HAS YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH THIS ACQUISITION ENCOURAGED YOU TO INVEST 
IN THE SAME COUNTRY AND IN THE EU AS A WHOLE AGAIN?

EU as a whole Same country 

Key

20%

7%

75%

60%

5%

31%

0%

2%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

MUCH LESS LIKELY
TO INVEST

LESS LIKELY
TO INVEST

MORE LIKELY
TO INVEST

MUCH MORE LIKELY
TO INVEST

from their EU acquisition have met, or are 

ahead of, expectations. Meanwhile, 74% 

of respondents say that profits have met 

expectations, with a further 14% saying that 

profits were ahead of expectations.

This positive performance is leading 

international buyers to seek further 

targets in the EU. The vast majority (95%) 

of respondents say that their recent 

acquisition has made them more likely to 

invest again in the EU as a whole. In addition, 

over two-thirds (67%) say that their 

experience with their recent acquisition 

has encouraged them to invest in the same 

country in the future. One US-based private 

equity firm partner commented: “Germany 

stood strong during the financial crisis and 

has sustained its economic growth ever 

since. That gives investors in this region the 

confidence to return with more investment 

as they have experienced good returns in 

the past.”

POSITIVE OUTLOOK FOR FUTURE 
EU GROWTH

With the European Central Bank’s move to 

quantitative easing set to improve credit 

conditions and a broadly neutral fiscal stance 

across Europe, EU GDP growth is forecast 

by the European Commission to reach 

2.0% in 2016. This is echoed in the broadly 

positive sentiment around the EU economy’s 

prospects among respondents. The vast 

majority are confident that the EU is now 

on a growth trajectory, with 83% expecting 

modest growth in the next two years and 12% 

expecting rapid growth. Just 5% expect the 

EU economy to stagnate.

However, this overall result masks some 

differences by country in the expected 

speed and timing of growth. Germany, for 
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that this would be the best time to enter this 

market before economic conditions start 

picking up.”

STAGE SET FOR FURTHER 
INBOUND INVESTMENT

The EU’s credentials as a home to high 

quality businesses, together with positive 

experiences among recent international 

buyers and the prospect of steady future 

economic growth, suggest that the increase 

in inbound M&A looks set to continue over 

coming years. 

“If there are no major shocks in the 

market, then EU targets will continue to 

be an attractive proposition,” says Etienne 

Boursican, Orrick partner. “After several 

years on the sidelines, international 

acquirers have returned to Europe in 2015  

in a robust fashion.”

Marco Nicolini, Orrick Rome partner, 

adds:  “as far as Orrick’s Italy experience is 

concerned, the local expectations of the 

M&A market are in line with the overall 

positive trend, as starting from the last 

quarter of 2014 the number of M&A deals 

started to grow, mainly in the SME field.” 

example, has remained resilient over the 

last few years, giving its companies a strong 

platform to attract further investment.

Southern Europe, which has felt the 

impact of the crisis more keenly than other 

EU regions, is a little further behind. Yet 

respondents noted that some countries, 

such as Italy and Spain, now offer some 

highly attractive investment opportunities 

as a result of lower company valuations and 

the potential for growth in coming years as 

the economic outlook starts to improve. 

“Sluggish economic growth has caused 

valuations to fall considerably,” said a US 

corporate director of finance. “We identified 

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION ON THE LEVEL
OF GROWTH FOR THE EU AS A WHOLE OVER
THE NEXT TWO YEARS?

5%
STAGNATION 

12%
RAPID GROWTH 

83%
MODEST GROWTH 

The European Central Bank





96% 
plan to leverage their 

target’s brand in their 
own domestic market

97% 
plan to leverage  

their target’s 
technology in their 

own domestic market

3 
Technology/IP, brand 
name/reputation and 
plants/facilities were 

the top three factors 
that respondents say 

attracted buyers to  
the country
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Favourable valuations, 

strong infrastructure 
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The EU’s attractiveness as an 
investment destination has risen rapidly over 

the last few years, with the last 12 months in 

particular witnessing an upsurge in interest 

among international buyers. Over half (13) 

of the top 25 destinations for foreign direct 

investment (including M&A) are in the EU, 

according to the 2015 AT Kearney Foreign 

Direct Investment Confidence Index, up  

from just nine in 2014.

There are clearly a variety of reasons for 

this rise in popularity, from the move by the 

European Central Bank away from austerity-

led policies to stimulus via quantitative 

easing, through to growing stability across 

the region even despite the issues around 

sovereign debt in Greece and the possibility 

of Grexit. Investors are now also looking 

more towards developed markets as fears 

around geopolitical stability and slowing 

growth in some emerging markets come  

to the fore.

STRONG MACRO FUNDAMENTALS
ATTRACTING BUYERS

For our respondents, the macroeconomic 

factors regarded as most crucial in their 

recent acquisition were favourable valuations 

A rush for attractively valued assets

WHAT ATTRACTED YOU TO THIS PARTICULAR COUNTRY? (PLEASE SELECT THE MOST IMPORTANT) BY  REGION
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(partly as a result of a euro currency that 

dipped to a 12-year low against the dollar  

in 2015, cited by 21% of respondents, strong 

infrastructure (16%), strong economic 

growth (15%), a stable regulatory framework 

(13%) and membership of the EU (13%).

When analysed by the region of the 

buyer, however, there are some interesting 

variations. Favourable valuations are the 

top consideration for acquirers from 

North America and Asia (with 22% and 23%, 

respectively), while membership of the EU 

is the most crucial factor for buyers from 

the Middle East and Africa, cited by 34% of 

investors from the region.

Strong economic growth is a factor 

for many buyers from North America in 

particular, ranked as important by 19%. This 

represents a substantial turnaround from 

just three years ago, when US multinationals 

were cutting European jobs, citing weak 

growth and demand – in 2012 Ford cut 6,200 

jobs in Europe and Dow Chemical reduced its 

headcount by 2,400, mainly in Europe. The 

fact that  nearly a fifth of acquirers from North 

America cited strong growth as an attraction 

suggests that sentiment around the EU’s 

economic prospects is rapidly improving.

For those respondents that highlight the 

importance of EU membership, the access that 

this provides to other EU countries is rated 

as the most important benefit, mentioned 

by nearly half (43%). Also important to 

those citing EU membership as a factor is 

consistent regulations, cited by 31%. Taken 

together, these two findings suggest that, for 

these buyers, further expansion into other EU 

states is of considerable strategic importance 

in their acquisition strategies.

This is highlighted by a comment from one 

of the respondents, a director of finance from 

the Middle East and Africa, who acquired in 

Germany. “Acquiring the target’s licenses 

and to achieve an operating position in the 

region were our primary motives,” he said. 

“This improves our access to resources and 

talent through which we could then build up 

our infrastructure and boost our production 

through new facilities.”

TECHNOLOGY AND BRANDS LURING
OVERSEAS BUYERS

At a time when technological change and 

disruption is happening at breakneck speed, 

companies in all sectors need to ensure they 

have the most up-to-date technology to 

stay ahead of the competition and improve 

IF MEMBERSHIP OF EU WAS SELECTED, WHY WAS THIS IMPORTANT TO YOU? 
(PLEASE SELECT THE MOST IMPORTANT) 
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efficiency. So it is perhaps unsurprising that 

the most common motivation for deals 

among respondents from all regions was the 

acquisition of IP and technology, cited by over 

a quarter (27%). Indeed, a recent EY Capital 

Confidence Barometer found that 33% of 

executives at companies globally said digital 

transformation would be one of the two 

biggest factors affecting their core business 

over the next 12 months. In addition, digital 

transformation was cited by 37% as one of 

the two most important factors driving their 

acquisition strategies, second only to the 

future of work (mentioned by 38%).

Technology and IP ranks most highly among 

buyers from North America as attractions to 

the target company, with 32% of respondents 

from the region citing this as important. As 

one US VP of strategy commented on his 

company’s Italian acquisition: “We based our 

selection criteria on those aspects that would 

help us achieve our expansion goals, the main 

one being the target’s technology and the 

impact that this technology could have on 

our profitability. The skilled workforce and 

innovative ideas also played a major role in the 

identification process.”

The second most common motivation is 

brand name and reputation, cited by 16% of 

respondents from all regions, attesting to the 

deep pool of high quality of businesses that 

reside in the EU: nearly a third of the world’s 

100 most valuable brands in 2014 were 

European, according to Millward Brown’s 

annual study. This is of particular importance 

to Asian and Middle East and African buyers, 

of whom 18% and 17% cited brands and 

reputation, respectively. This reflects the desire 

for consumer facing companies, particularly 

in the luxury space, to cater for growing 

disposable incomes in many emerging markets. 

By contrast, just 13% of buyers from North 

America are seeking access to brands and 

reputation, most likely because of the strength 

of existing US brands in the global marketplace. 

Acquisitions completed to gain control 

of plants and facilities also rank highly, cited 

by 14% of respondents. Again, this is a more 

important consideration for Asian buyers 

(18%) and those from the Middle East and 

Africa (19%) than for acquirers from the 

Americas (7%), where the industrial base is 

already well established and strong. 
Beijing-based Hony Capital acquired UK pizza chain PizzaExpress for €1.1bn

Technology and IP  
ranks most highly 
among buyers from 
North America as 
attractions to the target 
company, with 32% of 
respondents from the 
region citing this  
as important
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brands. The weak euro is clearly a factor in 

this, enabling overseas buyers to get more for 

their ‘dollar’ in comparison to the recent past.

And while this weakness may persist, 

particularly as long as the ECB continues with 

its policy of quantitative easing, there are 

signs that company valuations are creeping 

up in Europe. In 2014 in particular, there 

was a large differential between US and 

European company valuations, for example, 

with the US S&P 500 running at around 

17 times projected earnings in November 

2014, compared with 14.1 x for the equivalent 

measure in large European stocks, according 

to Bloomberg data. In 2015, continuing good 

economic news and strong performance 

figures from some of Europe’s largest 

corporates have pushed up European stock 

markets and, along with them, company 

Respondents from MEA are also seeking 

stable returns. Nearly a fifth (19%) said this 

played an important role in the decision to 

acquire – far higher than those from Asia 

and North America (8% each). This may well 

reflect the make-up of acquirers from the 

region – many are financial buyers such as 

sovereign wealth funds and private equity 

firms, which are targeting a certain level of 

returns from their investment and therefore 

place this factor higher than other, more 

strategic, rationales.

FAVOURABLE VALUATIONS DRAWING
IN BUYERS – FOR NOW

Together, these results highlight that inbound 

investors are taking advantage of relatively 

low valuations in the EU region to acquire IP, 

technology,  and facilities as well as strong 
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valuations. Nevertheless, for now at least, 

many believe Europe remains home to many 

attractively valued companies compared with 

other regions. A Q2 2015 Russell Investments 

Global Outlook highlights, for example: 

“Despite the strong rally, eurozone financial 

assets are still relatively cheap, especially 

versus US assets.”

BRINGING BRANDS AND 
TECHNOLOGY HOME

The value and quality of EU brands, products 

and technology is reflected in the fact that 

the overwhelming majority of respondents 

intend to make use of them in their domestic 

markets. All acquirers say they will leverage 

the target’s products at home, with nearly 

two-thirds (64%) saying they will do so 

significantly. Meanwhile, 97% say they will use 

the target’s technology and 96% its brand in 

their domestic market. “The target’s brand 

reputation is high and this is a strategy that 

can help us grow,” commented a PE executive 

from the Middle East and Africa investing in 

Germany. “We are focused on becoming one 

of the top brands in our domestic markets.”

Another private equity firm executive, 

based in Egypt and investing in the UK, 

commented that brand expansion was the 

key motive for acquiring, but there were also 

more strategic reasons related to creating 

new contacts that lay behind the deal. “This 

investment provided us with a platform to 

create value for our funds and the investors,” 

he said. “We could leverage the target’s brand 

in our domestic region and based on our 

success we could increase our investor  

base and fundraising abilities.”

Examples of overseas buyers targeting 

EU assets for domestic expansion include 

Beijing-based Hony Capital’s €1.1bn 

IN WHICH AREAS HAS THIS ACQUISITION CREATED VALUE/BEEN A SUCCESS FOR 
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acquisition of the UK’s restaurant chain 

PizzaExpress to help it expand in Asia, Chinese 

property and entertainment company 

Dalian Wanda Group buying UK-based luxury 

yachtmaker Sunseeker International for 

€320m and Turkish snack company Yildiz 

taking over United Biscuits in a €2.6bn deal.

EXPANSION STRATEGIES TOP LIST 
OF VALUE-ADD

When asked how the deal has generated 

value, the respondents overwhelmingly 

point to factors that suggest they are in 

expansionary, as opposed to cost-cutting, 

mode. Geographical diversification is the 

top response for all regions, with Asian and 

Middle Eastern and African buyers rating 

this particularly highly, with 47% and 36%, 

respectively, citing this. Product diversification 

is the second ranked success factor for buyers 

from the Americas, mentioned by a quarter 

of respondents from this region, although 

it is ranked lower for Asian and MEA buyers 

(13% and 4%). The second most common 

value creation factor across all geographies is 

leveraging the target’s brand in the acquirer’s 

home market. Meanwhile, cost synergies 

ranked last for all regions.

EU SEEN AS A KEY ELEMENT IN
INTERNATIONAL BUYERS’ PLANS

Overall, these results suggest that there is 

much to attract international buyers to the 

EU, from the prospect of strong growth and 

a sound and relatively harmonised regulatory 

environment through to continuing low 

valuations relative to other markets, such as 

the US. In addition, buyers see the potential 

for expanding the region’s high quality brands, 

technology and products to new markets.

“International buyers are attracted to 

the relatively stable markets of Europe in 

part due to more realistic valuations,” says 

Orrick’s Stefan Weinheimer. “They often feel 

they have the ability to acquire assets that are 

not available or are underdeveloped in their 

home markets.”

TO WHAT EXTENT ARE YOU PLANNING TO LEVERAGE THE TARGET’S BRAND, TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTS WITHIN YOUR OWN 
DOMESTIC MARKET?

TECHNOLOLGYPRODUCTS BRAND

Somewhat Significantly Not at all 

Key

36%

64%

3%

39%
58%

4%

44% 52%
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Overcoming the challenges of Europe

As the results of our study demonstrate, 

the EU is clearly becoming an increasingly 

attractive destination for international 

buyers. However, there remain some 

challenges – some of them significant 

– in completing deals and making them 

successful. While the economic outlook for 

the region has improved markedly over the 

last 18 months, there are still some shadows 

lurking in the backdrop, with sovereign debt 

issues in Greece continuing to make the 

headlines and the possibility of the UK leaving 

the EU following a planned referendum in 

either 2016 or 2017. Added to this are some 

regulatory hurdles through which acquirers 

must jump, such as antitrust considerations 

and labour laws that are often more stringent 

than elsewhere in the world.

VALUATION GAP AND VOLATILITY 
KEY OBSTACLES

Perhaps surprisingly, given the responses 

earlier in the survey about attractive 

valuations in the EU, meeting sellers’ price 

expectations is the biggest obstacle for 

WHAT WERE THE MAIN OBSTACLES YOU FACED IN SIGNING/AGREEING THIS DEAL (BEFORE COMPLETION)? (PLEASE SELECT THE MOST IMPORTANT)

COMPETITION FROM
OTHER BIDDERS

PREPARING TRANSITIONAL
SERVICE AGREEMENTS

COMPLIANCE/
REGULATORY ISSUES

TRANSPARENCY ISSUES/
 DIFFICULT DUE DILIGENCE

VOLATILE ECONOMIC
ENVIRONMENT

MEETING SELLERS’
PRICE EXPECTATIONS

CURRENCY VOLATILITYDIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT
FOR FOREIGN FIRMS

AGREEING POST
TRANSACTION

COMPENSATION

AGREEING WARRANTIES
AND INDEMNITIES

POLITICAL HURDLES/
INSTABILITY

SOURCING FUNDING

22%
20%

13%
12%

7% 6%
4% 4% 4% 4%

2% 2%

The Greek Parliament
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Added to this is the factor of competition 

for assets. While this is ranked sixth as an 

obstacle for buyers from all regions (cited 

by 6%), the influx of overseas investors, 

particularly private equity funds with newly-

raised cash to deploy, is having an effect 

on pricing and availability of assets. As one 

respondent from a US-based TMT business 

commented: “There is a lot of consolidation 

in the European market as foreign acquirers 

have been aggressively targeting businesses 

in the European region. We therefore don’t 

expect to find many suitable targets in the 

next year or so.”

Economic volatility ranks as the second 

biggest challenge for inbound acquirers in 

the EU, with a fifth of respondents citing 

this. Indeed, for buyers from the Middle 

East and Africa, this is the biggest obstacle, 

mentioned by 30% of respondents in the 

region. This reflects the uneven economic 

performance across the EU, with GDP growth 

for Q1 2015 ranging from 0.3% in the UK 

and Germany to 0.6% in France and 0.9% in 

Spain, according to Eurostat. It also reflects 

international buyers before agreeing the deal, 

cited by 22% of respondents. However, when 

set in the context of rising stock markets, as 

described in Chapter 2, this finding becomes 

less counter-intuitive: there is often a lag in 

buyers’ and sellers’ price expectations at a 

time of market adjustment.

This is a particular difficulty for buyers from 

the Americas and Asia, with nearly a quarter 

of respondents from these regions selecting 

this as the single biggest challenge. With many 

headlines suggesting there are bargains to be 

had in the EU markets, these buyers may well 

have a perception that companies are on the 

market at rock-bottom valuations. The reality 

is clearly somewhat different on the ground, 

particularly as Europe’s economic prospects 

start looking up and sellers start factoring in 

future growth to the price tag at which they 

are prepared to sell. UK meter business Elster, 

for example, was sold to Honeywell for what 

was regarded by many analysts as a toppy 

valuation multiple, at 14.3x EBITDA, in 2015. 

Fitch Ratings, for example, described the 

valuation as “high”.

WHAT WERE THE MAIN OBSTACLES YOU FACED IN SIGNING/AGREEING THIS DEAL (BEFORE COMPLETION)? (PLEASE SELECT THE MOST IMPORTANT)
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the uncertainty caused by often protracted 

negotiations around sovereign debt between 

other member states and countries such as 

Italy and Greece (although the latest debt 

packages agreed in the summer of 2015 

should allay some concerns), the potential for 

Brexit and stubbornly high unemployment 

rates in many states – the EU average is 

currently 9.6%, according to Statista.

This volatility and the fact that a lack of 

transparency or a difficulty conducting due 

diligence is the third biggest obstacle pre-

deal with 13% citing this.

In addition, the recent financial volatility 

is something of an obstacle to further deals, 

according to Orrick’s Saam Golshani. “While 

there is undoubtedly increased activity, the 

number of aborted transactions [we are 

seeing] indicates that there is still a hangover 

from the financial crisis on the part of some 

buyers,” he says. 

REGULATORY CHALLENGES 
LOOM LARGE

Compliance and regulatory issues are the 

fourth biggest barrier for international 

buyers to overcome. This was mentioned 

by 12% of respondents. When questioned 

further about which specific processes were 

the most challenging to manage, antitrust 

compliance came out top, with 35% of all 

respondents citing this. This is a particular 

issue for buyers from the Americas, of which 

42% cited this as a problem.

Since the crisis, the European 

Commission has become more stringent 

in its application of antitrust regulations as 

it has sought to push ahead with its single 

market agenda. One area of particular focus 

has been energy, where work is underway 

to create an energy union across the EU, 

WHICH COMPLIANCE/REGULATORY PROCESSES WERE MOST CHALLENGING 
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in particular to address concerns around 

energy security and reduce reliance on 

Russian gas supplies. The TMT industry 

has also been under heavy scrutiny, with 

companies such as Google and Amazon 

subject to antitrust investigations.

As one US director of a TMT company 

said: “Major reviews on antitrust compliance 

were a big challenge to manage as we had to 

restructure some processes and functions  

to fully comply with the new requirements.”

Orrick’s Alessandro De Nicola echoes this 

sentiment. “Increasingly active regulators, 

both nationally and in Brussels, have pushed 

an agenda of enquiry at the larger end of the 

transaction spectrum,” he says.

Labour and employment regulations are 

also headaches for international acquirers. 

This is the second biggest challenge overall, 

with buyers from the Americas (22%) and 

Asia (25%) suggesting laws governing this 

area were particularly challenging in their 

latest deal. The countries most likely to be 

named where this is a concern are Italy and 

Spain. However, France also ranked highly 

in this regard. A Canadian CFO commented: 

“The labour laws and regulations in France are 

challenging to comply with. The differences in 

local jurisdiction requirements and practices 

must be met for the deal to succeed.”

EU labour and employment laws are very 

different from those in the US and Asia 

Increasingly active 
regulators, both 
nationally and in 
Brussels, have pushed 
an agenda of enquiry 
at the larger end of the 
transaction spectrum 

Jean-Claude Juncker (centre), President of the European Commission 
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in Italy. “However, compliance and adherence 

to these new regulations are critical and 

 thus challenging to perform during an  

M&A transaction.”

One respondent, a partner at an Emirati 

private equity firm, also commented that 

foreign buyers are at a disadvantage relative 

to EU-based companies when it comes 

to securing deals and that regulatory 

issues may well stand in the way of further 

acquisitions. “The EU markets are mature 

and sophisticated,” he said. “This makes it 

difficult for foreign investors to compete with 

local buyers who have experience dealing 

with local regulatory matters and are better 

resourced to carry out the deal. I think this will 

and, according to Orrick’s Shawn Atkinson, 

employment law concerns are at the forefront 

of buyers’ minds. “The number one question 

in the minds of many international buyers 

remains ‘how do we handle employment laws 

and staffing issues?’ from redundancies to 

employment transfer visas,” he says.

Taken together, antitrust and labour 

regulations are making it difficult – and 

more expensive – for inbound acquirers 

to complete deals. “Post-crisis, there 

were significant changes to the antitrust 

compliance and labour laws and this has 

increased complexity in the dealmaking 

environment as it requires extra expenditure,” 

said a US-based VP of strategy investing  

WHAT HAS BEEN THE MAIN CHALLENGE THAT YOU HAVE FACED SINCE CLOSING THE DEAL?

CorporatePrivate Equity Firm 

Key

MAINTAINING CUSTOMER SERVICE LEVELS HIRING/RETAINING EMPLOYEES CURRENCY VOLATILITY
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ORGANISATIONAL DIFFERENCES
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makes it difficult for 
foreign investors to 
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buyers who have 
experience dealing with 
local regulatory matters 
and are better resourced 
to carry out the deal
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create challenges for us when implementing 

our future strategy.”  This  comment may also 

reflect the difficulty many Middle Eastern and 

African buyers face with money laundering 

regulations. This was the second biggest 

challenge for acquirers from this region, with a 

fifth citing it as a problem. 

However, the comments also point to a 

lack of consistency within the EU, despite its 

efforts to create a single market. In Germany, 

for example, energy regulations were felt to 

be particularly difficult by one Chinese buyer. 

“German laws and their documentation 

procedures are very complex and hence we 

have to dedicate more time and increase 

our efforts to successfully manage and fulfil 

requirements,” he said.

In addition, there is a hint that 

protectionism remains at play in some 

markets. “The regulations in Italy are severe 

as they are aimed at protecting the local 

businesses,” commented a Hong Kong-based 

director of strategy at a consumer company. 

“This makes it difficult for a foreign buyer  

to operate a business in these markets.”

It is for this reason that having local expert 

advice is absolutely vital when conducting a 

transaction in Europe. “One of the biggest 

reasons for cost overruns and/or aborted 

deals is not having the right advisers to assist 

in navigating a new market,” says Orrick’s 

Anthony Riley. “A combination of local 

knowledge, familiarity with market norms and 

an understanding of the buyer’s perspective 

is essential for success.”

CULTURE AND TAX HEADLINE ISSUES
POST-DEAL

When it comes to post-deal issues there 

is clearly a divergence between corporate 

acquirers and private equity buyers. This is 

understandable given the different rationale 

for investing between the two groups  

of investors.

For corporates, overcoming organisational 

and cultural differences has been the most 

common post-closing challenge, with nearly 

two-fifths (39%) citing this as the main 

issue. This factor is nearly always the most 

difficult part of any post-deal integration 

process. However, the fact the acquirers are 

international will likely have thrown this into 

sharper focus: different cultures and business 

norms between target and buyer need to be 

effectively and sensitively managed to ensure 

the deal’s success. Allied to this is the issue of 

integrating IT and internal processes, which 

ranks third for corporates, with 12% citing 

this, following implementing cost strategies 

with 14%.

Meanwhile, for private equity firms, the 

biggest challenge is most commonly related 

to tax issues. This was cited by 27% of PE 

respondents. Regulatory challenges, as 

explored above, continue to be a challenge 

for private equity firms post-deal, as this is 

ranked third with 15% of respondents in this 

category, following overcoming cultural and 

organisational differences with 19%. 

Post-merger integration is not the kind of 

topic to hit the headlines but, in many ways, 

it is the ultimate arbiter of deal success – and 

companies need to realise this. “Integration 

issues, especially across cultures, will always 

be the biggest hurdle of any cross-border 

acquisition, which if not handled correctly 

can lead to significant value leakage,” says 

Jörg Ritter, Orrick partner.
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Future inbound M&A activity

As we’ve seen, the EU has become a 

popular region for international acquirers 

over the last few years. And the signs are that 

the momentum built in the last 18 months 

looks set to continue as economic growth 

picks up in many states. However, buyers 

are clearly looking for stability. Regulatory 

change is often unwelcome as it adds cost 

and complexity to deal processes both  

before and after signing a transaction.

And dealmakers need to be aware of changes 

to EU regulations. “Increasingly active 

regulators across the EU are looking for ways 

to avoid the next financial crisis,” says Orrick’s 

George Rigo. “It is therefore essential to 

ensure that, as a buyer, you are aware of the 

regulatory landscape and scope for change.”

INBOUND ACQUIRERS CONTINUE 
TO BUY EU ASSETS…

Given the generally positive experiences of our 

respondents with their recent EU acquisitions 

and companies’ growth ambitions globally, it 

is perhaps unsurprising that the vast majority 

of respondents are looking to make further EU 

acquisitions. Over half (51%) say they plan to 

make two or more acquisitions in the region 

over the next three years. Moreover, 86% say 

they plan to buy at least one EU target in the 

coming three-year period.

…BUT CHOICES WILL BE DETERMINED
BY LEVEL OF REGULATORY STABILITY

The most important factor when deciding 

which state in which to invest, is regulatory 

stability, cited by over half (58%) of all 

respondents. While this is closely followed 

by the level of economic growth, with 

57%, and level of infrastructure (55%), the 

regulatory environment is the area that 

garners most comments from respondents, 

many of whom point to regulatory change 

as a major barrier to getting deals done  

in the future.

As one US-based D&A director 

commented: “Increased regulatory 

requirements can impose huge growth 

challenges and hence we will look to enter a 

market where the regulatory framework is 

stable. That way, we can focus on improving 

core activities rather than investing time 

and effort in dealing with compliance 

matters.” He added that his company would 

be prioritising the Netherlands, Sweden 

and Finland for its next investment, countries 

where the risk of regulatory change is 

relatively low.

Overseas buyers are seeking certainty 

when it comes to regulation, given the risks 

they are already taking by choosing cross-

border transactions. This is illustrated by the 

Increased regulatory 
requirements can 
impose huge growth 
challenges and hence 
we will look to enter 
a market where the 
regulatory framework 
is stable

HOW MANY ACQUISITIONS ARE YOU LIKELY TO MAKE IN THE REGION OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS?
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WHAT ARE THE FACTORS THAT WILL MOST IMPACT YOUR CHOICE OF COUNTRY 
FOR YOUR NEXT DEALS?

 STABLE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 58%

57% LEVEL OF ECONOMIC GROWTH

55% LEVEL OF INFRASTRUCTURE

49% OPENNESS TO INVESTMENT

42% VALUATIONS

41% STABLE POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

41% SKILL OF LOCAL LABOUR FORCE

38% GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

22% COST OF DOING BUSINESS

21% TAXATION LAWS

19% AVAILABILITY OF LOCAL FINANCING

11% LEVEL OF GDP PER CAPITA

6% STABLE CURRENCY

60%  

IMPACT METER

30%  
20%  

10%  

40%  

50%  

0%  

comment made by a Japan-based director 

of strategy, whose company is prioritising 

France, Germany and the Netherlands for 

its forthcoming deal. “Unexpected changes 

in the laws and regulations with regards 

to a cross-border transaction are very 

likely to impact the deal and its objectives 

negatively,” he says. “Hence, it is important 

to have a structured framework and the 

least possible political involvement so that 

half the risks are eliminated.”

PRIORITIES DIVERGE ACCORDING 
TO SECTOR

While the need for regulatory stability  

is the overall top factor for international 

investors when deciding the EU country 

to target in future, the responses varied 

widely according to the sector in which the 

company operates. TMT companies are 

most influenced by the level of economic 

growth of a particular market, as 67% of 

respondents in the sector cited this as an 

important factor. For business and financial 

services companies, the top response is  

a good level of infrastructure.

Meanwhile, energy and natural resource 

companies are looking for a skilled labour 

force, with 63% of respondents in the sector 

highlighting this as an important factor.  

This reflects the current skills gap that 

is affecting the sector. A KPMG report, 

published in 2015, said this was a critical issue 

for energy and natural resource businesses, 

particularly as the price of oil has dropped 

by around 60% and the industry has failed 

to attract younger staff over the long term. 

“As the price of oil remains relatively low, 

the energy and natural resources industry 

finds itself facing a grave talent crisis,” it says. 

“A wave of retirements, combined with a 
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shortage of suitable replacement candidates, 

has left many companies scrambling to fill 

the skills gap.”

GERMANY AND UK TOP THE LIST FOR 
INBOUND M&A

Inbound M&A looks set to continue at a brisk 

pace, as our study shows. Yet investment 

will not be evenly spread across the EU. 

Some countries are clearly more attractive 

to international buyers than others. Overall, 

Germany is considered the most attractive 

country in which to invest. This country 

was cited as most favourable by 53% of 

respondents, followed by the UK with 36% 

and the Netherlands with 19%. Belgium is a 

close fourth with 17%, followed by Italy and 

France, with 11% each.

As the two largest economies in the EU, 

the result for Germany and the UK is perhaps 

unsurprising. However, France, as the third 

largest, is clearly punching below its weight 

in terms of attractiveness. This result may be 

explained by the finding below that France 

is only seen by a tenth of inbound investors 

as the most favourable market based on 

political openness to M&A and the regulatory 

environment for M&A.

There is a divergence of opinion between 

private equity and corporate investors. Private 

equity firms rank the UK as the top destination 

in the EU for their capital, cited by 60%, followed 

by Germany with 44%, while companies chose 

Germany (57%) over the UK (27%).

When looking just at Germany, France, 

Spain, Italy and the UK, Germany is rated 

as the market most open to M&A and with 

the best regulatory environment, with both 

garnering nearly half of responses, followed 

by the UK. Meanwhile, Spain is rated least 

favourably for both factors.

WHICH COUNTRIES ARE YOU LIKELY TO PRIORITISE FOR INVESTMENT?
(PLEASE SELECT UP TO THREE)

GERMANY 53%

UNITED KINDOM 36%

NETHERLANDS 19%

BELGIUM 17%

ITALY 11%

FRANCE 11%

SWEDEN 7%
SPAIN 7%

DENMARK 7%
AUSTRIA 6%

IRELAND (REPUBLIC) 5%

LUXEMBOURG 4%FINLAND 4%
OTHER  6%

Energy and technology 
will see the most activity 

as valuations are fairly low 
and European firms are 

looking for investment to 
improve their research and 

development capabilities
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PE TARGETING EU TECH

Europe’s technology community has come to 

the fore over recent times. A recent industry 

survey has found that the number of private 

technology companies which are valued over 

US$1bn in Europe increased from 30 in 2013, 

to 40 in 2014, with newcomers to the club 

including eDreams Odigeo, TransferWise 

and Powa. This has increased the amount of 

attention the European technology sector has 

garnered over the last 24 months, which has 

had the effect of alerting overseas buyers to 

the potential market, which remains relatively 

inexpensive as compared to the north 

American marketplace. Technology is by far 

the popular sector for private equity firms, 

with 87% ranking it as attractive in the EU.

As one US-based private equity managing 

director commented: “Energy and 

technology will see the most activity as 

valuations are fairly low and European firms 

WHICH OF THESE COUNTRIES DO YOU SEE AS MOST FAVOURABLE BASED ON THEIR POLITICAL OPENNESS TO M&A AND THEIR REGULATORY 
ENVIRONMENT FOR M&A ?

Regulatory environment for M&APolitical openness to M&A

Key

46%

47%
28%

14%

10%
10%

1% 3%

15%
26%

Javier Perez-Tenessa, founder and honorary chairman of eDreams Odigeo
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AIFMD affecting PE deals

For private equity firms, new regulations stemming from the 

Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD) 

are causing  headaches for international investors. While 

many of the AIFMD’s provisions are intended to protect 

European investors in private equity funds, there are some 

changes, such as restrictions on dividend recapitalisations 

and reporting requirements to the authorities and to 

portfolio companies if a controlling stake is acquired. There 

is also evidence to suggest that requirements are not being 

enforced evenly. When asked about the effect of AIFMD, 60% 

of private equity respondents said it had created barriers to 

dealmaking in the EU, with 33% saying it had no impact.

Such requirements lead to a greater administrative burden 

for some private equity firms and for overseas investors, 

the additional cost for what is likely to be a small proportion 

of their portfolio is hard to justify. One Hong Kong-based 

managing partner said that this may discourage firms from 

acquiring in the EU. “These policy changes will discourage 

investment due to increased risk related to regulation and 

compliance,” he said. “Many Asian investors are not capable 

of providing the necessary documentation required to enter 

the region as the requirements have changed.”

Nevertheless, some respondents are positive about the 

effect of AIFMD: 7% said it had improved access to  the EU. 

These are presumably the larger private equity houses with 

a greater pool of resources that are more able to bear the 

cost of compliance. This was supported by one US-based 

private equity firm partner. “The new rules and regulations 

are streamlined and supportive to new ventures, however, 

only to investors who have already been in the market for a 

long time,” he said. “New investors will face a bit of trouble 

in acquiring permissions and grants for control but the 

larger investment firms will benefit from the changes and 

implementations of the AIFMD.”

Orrick’s Jinal Shah echoed this sentiment. “The threat of 

more regulation is worse than the actuality but perception 

is important, especially to North America-based acquirers 

who are accustomed to a light touch regulatory regime.” 

Marco Nicolini adds: “the new AIFMD regulation has now 

entered into force and has determined significant changes 

to the asset management regulatory framework. All 

fund managers wishing to manage collective investment 

undertaking which are not covered by the Directive on 

Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable 

Securities (the UCITS Directive) will now have to take care 

of new provisions concerning authorisation of investment 

schemes, capital requirements, governance, asset 

evaluation, delegation of the performance of some of their 

functions, depositaries, disclosure and transparency duties, 

and acquisition of qualified stakes.”

IMPLEMENTATION OF AIFMD RULES AND REGULATIONS IN THE EU HAS: (PE RESPONDENTS ONLY) 

7%
IMPROVED ACCESS TO EU COUNTRIES

33%
HAD NO IMPACT ON ACCESS TO EU COUNTRIES

60%
CREATED BARRIERS TO DEALMAKING IN EU COUNTRIES
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are looking for investment to improve their 

research and development capabilities.”

With a return to growth in many European 

markets, the consumer and retail sector 

is also a draw. It ranks second, with 67% of 

private equity firms saying it is attractive. This 

is followed by industrials & chemicals (56%) 

and business services (51%), both of which 

are viewed favourably by international private 

equity investors.

The fact that technology is so far out in 

front comes as no surprise to Orrick’s Chris 

Grew. “The number of major PE houses 

looking to acquire European tech businesses 

is one of the biggest changes in the transaction 

landscape in the last 12 months.” 

WHICH SECTORS DO YOU SEE AS ATTRACTIVE IN THE EU?

87%
TECHNOLOGY

51%
BUSINESS
SERVICES

39%
LIFE SCIENCES

35%
ENERGY AND

MINING

3%
MEDIA

4%
REAL ESTATE

21%
FINANCIAL
SERVICES 

67%
CONSUMER 
AND RETAIL

56%
INDUSTRIALS

AND CHEMICALS

12%
AGRICULTURE

11%
TELECOMS

The number of major 
PE houses looking to 
acquire European tech 
businesses is one of the 
biggest changes in the 
transaction landscape 
in the last 12 months



28% 
felt that labour 

and employment 
regulations were the 

most challenging 
regulatory issues  

to manage

58% 
were attracted to their 

latest acquisition  
by technology and IP

28% 
did their most recent 
acquisition in the UK

€49.8bn 
Value for EU inbound 

TMT deals in 2015
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TMT sector respondents are most attracted 

by favourable valuations (27%). This may 

reflect the lower valuations in the sector seen 

in Europe versus, for example, the US, where 

TMT valuations have risen sharply.

In addition, some respondents are taking 

advantage of relatively lower costs of running 

businesses in some states to achieve growth. 

A Brazilian TMT director of strategy explained 

why his company had targeted Portugal, in 

addition to language commonality. “Our 

acquisition was a strategic takeover of a 

telecom company based in Portugal,” he 

said. “The costs of doing business there are 

fairly low, and through the acquisition we 

could successfully integrate our technology 

and provide cost effective and competitively 

priced services to consumers.”

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFERS ABROAD

The majority of TMT respondents were 

attracted to their target companies’ IP and 

technology, with 58% citing this – far higher 

than any other single factor. The reason for 

With a wave of consolidation in the 

telecommunications sector happening 

across the EU and the ascendency of 

European technology and media businesses 

over the last few years, the TMT industry 

M&A landscape has been full of opportunity. 

And international acquirers have not been 

slow off the mark. 2014 and 2015 saw a 

sharp increase in the number of TMT deals 

going to overseas buyers, at 270 and 277, up 

significantly from 202 deals in 2013. Values 

were also trending higher in 2015 at €49.8bn, 

exceeding the close of 2014 by 38%. This 

reflects the increasing valuations in the 

sector as well as strong activity. Among 

the larger deals seen recently are US cable 

business Liberty Global acquiring UK-based 

Cable & Wireless Communications for €8.1bn 

and Hutchison Whampoa’s acquisition of O2 

UK for €14.1bn.

STRONG RESULTS ENCOURAGE
FURTHER EU INVESTMENT

While most sectors’ expectations have been 

met in terms of revenue growth, over half 

(53%) of TMT sector respondents noted that 

revenues had been ahead of expectations. 

This positive experience is clearly prompting 

inbound acquirers to hunt for more EU deals. 

Over two-thirds (70%) of TMT companies 

say they are more likely to invest in the 

same country again on the basis of previous 

experience and all respondents are inclined 

to invest again in the EU as a whole.

PRICING A KEY ATTRACTION

The UK topped the list of destinations that 

TMT companies invested in, with 28% saying 

this was where their last EU transaction took 

place, followed by Germany with 20%. And 

when deciding on which country to invest in, 

EU INBOUND M&A: TMT SECTOR 
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Orrick partner Chris Grew has seen 

this move from a number of clients. “The 

magnitude of the global tech industry is 

now such that it is important for many 

of the top businesses to have a material 

presence in Europe,” he says. “Not least to 

service European-based customers who are 

attracted to a global brand.”

DATA PROTECTION CHALLENGES

In terms of the compliance and regulatory 

challenges faced by firms operating in 

the TMT sector, labour and employment 

this becomes clear with the result that 83% 

of TMT international acquirers are interested 

in significantly leveraging the target’s 

technology in their domestic market, the 

most of any sector.

However, access to new markets is clearly 

another consideration for many businesses. 

One US-based TMT executive said: “Our entry 

into Finland has given us the opportunity to 

target more customers in the region and is in 

line with our strategy of increasing sales on the 

back of a growing need for security software 

throughout the globe.”

IN WHICH EU COUNTRY DID YOUR MOST RECENT ACQUISITION TAKE PLACE? (SELECT ONE)

UNITED KINGDOM  

GERMANY 

NETHERLANDS 

FRANCE

BELGIUM

POLAND

ITALY

SWEDEN

PORTUGAL

DENMARK

HUNGARY

FINLAND

28%

20%

10%

10%

7%

7%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

0% 30%

Acquisition Percentage

EU countries not selected

Non-EU countries 

The magnitude of the 
global tech industry 
is now such that it is 
important for many 
of the top businesses 
to have a material 
presence in Europe
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regulations feature prominently – again 

reflecting the importance of putting in 

place the correct processes to on-board 

a highly skilled workforce. One challenge 

that features within TMT deals, but is rated 

as less important for other sectors, is data 

protection. The EU has one of the strictest 

and most highly-developed regulatory 

regimes for issues related to data protection 

and privacy and it is excepted that fines for 

non-compliance could soon be up to 2% of 

the total worldwide turnover of a group  

of companies. 

“Ensuring that personal data has been 

collected lawfully, can be transferred to a 

purchaser or used as intended by the target 

company is essential to ensure the value 

placed on a business (particularly data 

dependent businesses) can be realised,”  

says Orrick partner Kolvin Stone.

It thus is key that the correct steps are taken 

to manage these requirements at an early 

stage in any deal. This is important not only for 

regulatory but also for mere practical reasons. 

Orrick partner Christian Schröder adds: 

“for example, the use of most of the IT 

systems and applications used by a company 

require approval of a German works council 

which will not be granted if data protection 

compliance is not demonstrated. The entire 

IT integration of an acquired target is thus 

put at risk in case data protection compliance 

and also a coordinated approach with works 

councils is not planned in time. In addition, 

the purchase of customer data as assets 

often requires specific provisions to ensure 

compliance with applicable data protection 

law. German supervisory authorities have 

recently issued fines against companies that 

purchased customer data and the customer 

data could no longer be used.”

WHAT ATTRACTED YOU TO THIS PARTICULAR COMPANY?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

SKILLED
EMPLOYEES

GROWTH RATE

STABLE RETURNS

PLANTS/
FACILITIES

BRAND NAME/
REPUTATION

DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM

CUSTOMER BASE

TECHNOLOGY/
INTELLECTUAL

PROPERTY
58%

13%

10%

7%

3%

3%

3%

3%

WHICH COMPLIANCE/REGULATORY PROCESSES WERE MOST CHALLENGINGTO MANAGE?
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28%

23%

23%

10%

10%
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37% 
felt that environmental 

regulations were the 
most challenging 

regulatory processes  
to manage

28% 
felt that meeting 

sellers’ price 
expectations was 

the main obstacle to 
agreeing the deal

34% 
undertook their last 

acquisition in the UK

€16.8bn 
Value of EU inbound 
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Energy & natural resources

As the EU works to create a single market 

for energy and increase competition, so 

international energy and resources businesses 

are seeking deals to improve efficiency, 

gain access to skilled staff and innovation, in 

particular in the renewables space, as well as 

address new markets. However, after strong 

deal values and volumes over the last five 

years, inbound activity slowed in 2015 with 57 

announced deals valued at €16.8bn (versus 

a total of 88 deals worth €26.5bn in 2014). 

Recent inbound deals include a Canada-based 

consortium led by Borealis Infrastructure 

Management buying Finnish utility Fortum’s 

distribution network in Sweden for €6.6bn. 

VALUATION GAP GETS IN THE WAY

Given the persistent downturn in commodity 

prices, it is perhaps unsurprising that the 

main obstacle for energy companies ahead  

of agreeing to a deal in the EU is meeting 

sellers’ price expectations, with 28% citing 

this as a challenge. At a time of market 

dislocation, arriving at a valuation that meets 

both sides’ expectations and needs is likely  

to cause difficulty to say the least and this 

may cause future deals to be aborted.

As one UAE-based director of finance 

looking to invest in Germany and France 

said: “Higher expectations of sellers will be a 

hindrance to our EU strategy. The valuations 

and price expectations are not in line with our 

own valuations and this could be difficult  

to overcome.”

Added to this is uncertainty surrounding the 

issue of national subsidy levels and changes 

to the EU emissions regime. This in part 

may explain why compliance and regulatory 

issues rank as the second biggest challenges 

to energy and resources inbound acquirers, 

mentioned by 23%. Indeed, environmental 

issues are the most challenging aspect of 

regulation for buyers in this sector – 37%  

said this was the biggest headache for them.

An Australia-based natural resources 

company CFO, looking at acquiring in the 

Netherlands, outlined his concerns: “Rising 

environmental issues is the most significant 

challenge in the EU and I think this will 

affect our future strategies to expand in 

the market and we will have to consider 

restructurings and other changes to meet 

the requirements.”

Of the regulatory issues energy sector 

respondents had to deal with, antitrust 

compliance is also a major challenge for 

European acquisitions, cited by 30% of 

respondents, as member countries are 

trying to harmonise and liberalise their 

energy markets in line with the European 

Commission’s Third Energy Package.

EU INBOUND M&A: ENERGY & NATURAL RESOURCES SECTOR 
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The country is also home to strong R&D 

in the sector, a key attraction mentioned by 

a director of strategy at a Middle Eastern 

energy company. “Germany is well known for 

its infrastructure and technology capabilities 

in the energy sector,” he said. “This will drive 

our business performance as we can use 

these business drivers to facilitate growth 

 in our domestic operations as well.”

Similarly, 27% say they are likely  

to prioritise the Netherlands, where 

expensive renewable projects require 

foreign investment, such as the 600MW 

GERMANY AND NETHERLANDS TOP 
INVESTMENT DESTINATIONS

While the UK was the most popular  

country for energy and resources 

companies’ previous transactions, with a 

third of respondents in the sector saying 

their most recent EU deal took place there, 

future deal activity looks set to shift to other 

markets. Nearly half (42%) of respondents 

from the sector say they are likely to 

prioritise Germany, as energy reform is 

continuing to prompt utilities to restructure 

their portfolios.

IN WHICH EU COUNTRY DID YOUR MOST RECENT ACQUISITION TAKE PLACE? (SELECT ONE)

UNITED KINGDOM  

GERMANY 

NETHERLANDS 

ITALY

SWEDEN

FRANCE

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

IRELAND (REPUBLIC)

DENMARK

MALTA 

34%

18%

13%

10%

7%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

0% 35%

Acquisition Percentage

EU countries not selected 

Non-EU countries 

Good things have 
happened in renewables. 
The emergence  
of reliable technologies 
in secure regulatory 
environments has 
attracted mature 
institutional investors 
looking for certain and 
secure returns
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Gemini offshore wind project, which secured 

€2.8bn of financing from European and 

international sources.

However, offshore wind projects in the 

UK are also attracting interest: the country 

now ranks in third place in terms of inbound 

investor interest, with 17% of energy and 

resource acquirers suggesting they will 

invest there. An  UAE-based director of 

strategy commented on his most recent 

EU-based acquisition: “The target’s offshore 

wind power project was highly advanced in 

terms of technology and the cost of running 

the project was quite low so this was an 

opportunistic bid for us to expand our assets 

in influential markets such as the UK to 

strengthen our position in the industry.”

“If the carbon markets are an example 

to consider then it is obvious to achieve 

economic success any sector/industry 

dependent upon regulatory support is 

heavily sensitive to legislative uncertainty,” 

says energy partner John Deacon. “It is surely 

no coincidence that the slowdown in M&A 

activity and the valuation gap arising as a 

consequence of rising sellers’ expectations 

have occurred in markets whose future 

‘deal flow’ is uncertain. Alas, new markets 

continue to be explored in the hope of finding 

value not available in the more traditional 

jurisdiction,” he adds. “Good things have 

happened in renewables. The emergence of 

reliable technologies in secure regulatory 

environments has attracted mature 

institutional investors looking for certain and 

secure returns. It would be unfortunate if the 

benefit of this new-found maturity were to  

be lost because of potential expediency.”

WHAT WERE THE MAIN OBSTACLES YOU FACED IN SIGNING/AGREEING THIS DEAL
(BEFORE COMPLETION)?
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ENVIRONMENT

COMPLIANCE/
REGULATORY ISSUES

MEETING SELLERS’ PRICE
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10%
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3%
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WHICH COMPLIANCE/REGULATORY PROCESSES WERE MOST CHALLENGING
TO MANAGE?
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44% 
perceived the 

volatile economic 
environment to be the 

biggest challenge to 
implementing an  

EU strategy

38% 
felt that labour 

and employment 
regulations were the 

most challenging 
regulatory issues  

to manage

68% 
made their last 

acquisition in the UK
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Business and financial services

Business and financial services is  
an attractive area for inbound acquirers  

in the EU and deal activity has been steadily 

increasing in this sector over the last five 

years. By the end of 2015, the value of 

international acquisitions in the sector, at 

€69.4bn, surpassed 2014 by 145% and was 

on course for the highest value for at least 

the past seven years. And interest continues, 

particularly as Europe’s financial services 

sector continues to restructure in the wake 

of the financial crisis. For example, Chinese 

buyer Fosun International acquired stakes 

in Portugal -based insurance business 

Fidelidade for around €1bn, while Chinese 

Anbang Insurance Group snapped up Dutch 

insurance business VIVAT Verzekeringen for 

€150m. Indeed Anbang has been active in 

the EU market with its acquisition of Delta 

Lloyd’s Belgian bank and insurance broker 

in 2014.

UK BUSINESSES TOP THE 
SHOPPING LIST

The United Kingdom is by far the preferred 

location for inbound acquisitions for business 

and financial services business, cited by over 

two-thirds (68%) of respondents in this sector. 

This reflects the maturity and scope of the UK’s 

business and financial sector landscape, which 

offers buyers a deep pool of assets from which 

to choose. Belgium is the second market, with 

10% and France third with 7%.

One China-based financial services sector 

respondent explained why France was an 

interesting market for his firm. “Our future 

transactions will be focused on expanding in 

a region which has high recognition [value] 

in the global market and can increase our 

proximity to high-growth insurance markets,” 

he said.

GROWTH AND EU MEMBERSHIP
IMPORTANT FACTORS

When deciding on which country to invest 

in, business and financial services sector 

respondents are most attracted by strong 

economic growth (23%) and EU membership 

(23%). This is followed by a stable regulatory 

framework with 17%.

With EU membership such an important 

factor in the decision of where to invest, the 

prospect of a UK exit from the EU following 

a referendum over the next two years may 

cause the UK to become a less attractive 

target destination in the immediate future. Of 

those who selected EU membership as most 

important in this sector, nearly half (45%) said 

that this is due to access to other European 

markets, suggesting an expansionary rationale 

for investing, and just over a third (36%) 

pointed to consistent regulations. 

EU INBOUND M&A: BUSINESS & FINANCIAL SERVICES SECTOR 
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LABOUR & EMPLOYMENT RULES THE
TOP REGULATORY CHALLENGE

When completing these deals, business and 

financial services companies pointed to 

labour and employment regulations as being 

the most challenging regulatory process to 

manage. This reflects companies operating in 

this sector generally require a large and skilled 

workforce – a fact that comes with its own 

challenges when conducting an acquisition.

“The varied nature of labour laws across 

the EU can make Europe appear daunting 

to first-time acquirers,” says Orrick’s Guido 

IN WHICH EU COUNTRY DID YOUR MOST RECENT ACQUISITION TAKE PLACE? (SELECT ONE)

UNITED KINGDOM  

BELGIUM

FRANCE

GERMANY

NETHERLANDS

PORTUGAL 

SPAIN

IRELAND (REPUBLIC) 

68%

10%

7%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

0% 70%

Acquisition Percentage

EU countries not selected

Non-EU countries 

London is at the heart of the UK’s current M&A boom
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IF MEMBERSHIP OF EU WAS SELECTED, WHY WAS THIS IMPORTANT TO YOU?

19%
LOW ECONOMIC RISK

36%
CONSISTENT REGULATIONS

45%
ACCESS TO OTHER EU MARKETS

Testa. “This can be overcome with the right 

advisers who can turn a roadblock into a 

smooth path.”

VOLATILITY BIGGEST CHALLENGE
GOING FORWARD

The biggest challenge for business 

and financial services companies in 

implementing their EU strategy is economic 

volatility, which was cited by 44% of 

respondents. While the EU is clearly past 

the worst of the effects of the financial 

crisis and the sovereign debt crises that 

followed, there are still some structural 

issues that need to be addressed to improve 

the stability of many EU economies. Indeed, 

a recent Reform Barometer study by 

BusinessEurope found that only 22% of the 

WHAT ATTRACTED YOU TO THIS PARTICULAR COUNTRY?
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HIGH GDP PER CAPITA

OPENNESS TO INVESTMENT

FAVOURABLE TAXATION

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
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STABLE REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK
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STRONG ECONOMIC
GROWTH

23%

23%

17%

10%
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7%

7%
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European Commission’s recommended 

national-level reforms had been progressed. 

A Qatar-based VP of strategy at a business 

and financial services corporate summed 

up sentiment: “I think the biggest challenge 

to our EU strategy is to deal with the market 

fluctuations and uncertain environment that 

can affect the business models, as though 

the recession is finally over, its aftermath is 

still prevalent.”

Meeting sellers’ price expectations comes 

in second, with 27% of respondents citing 

this as the biggest challenge, reflecting the 

EU’s rising valuations. And compliance and 

regulatory issues, as well as competition from 

other bidders, rank joint third with 7%  

of respondents. 

WHICH COMPLIANCE/REGULATORY PROCESSES WERE MOST CHALLENGING TO MANAGE?

BRIBERY & CORRUPTION
REGULATIONS

CYBER SECURITY
REGULATIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL
REGULATIONS

DATA PROTECTION
REGULATIONS

ANTITRUST
COMPLIANCE

LABOUR & EMPLOYMENT
REGULATIONS
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30%

23%

3% 3% 3%

WHAT DO YOU PERCEIVE AS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES TO IMPLEMENTING YOUR
EU STRATEGY?
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Conclusion

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

The results of our survey demonstrate an increasing level of confidence among international 

buyers in the prospects for the European economy, and high degree of satisfaction with their 

acquisitions to date. It’s clear that most see their recent forays into Europe in a positive light and 

it looks as though inbound M&A in the EU will continue at a brisk pace.

However, the survey also highlights some important areas for overseas acquirers to consider 

and manage carefully to ensure their European M&A strategy is successful.

As we enter 2016, transactional activity and investment consideration continues to move in 

an upward direction in Europe. As regulators and financial markets continue to settle post the 

2008 global downturn, the mood for optimism and concentrated economic growth in 2016 

increasingly looks promising. 

King Milling

1. Be prepared for tough negotiations 

around pricing. While European company 
valuations are low compared to some markets, 
such as the US, and the euro looks set to remain 
weak for the foreseeable future, prices are 
edging upwards. Increasing stock market values 
and greater competition for deals are pushing 
valuations higher. 

4. Talk to local experts when 

acquiring in the EU. Many of the 

difficulties faced by acquirers in our 

study are manageable, provided advisers 

with local knowledge and contacts are 

used. While the EU provides frameworks 

for regulatory regimes, national 

implementation can vary considerably.

2. Seek indemnities where possible. 
The vast majority of respondents did not agree 

indemnities from sellers in their European deals, 

leaving them exposed if the company does not 

perform to forecasts. This is especially important, 

given the fact that a lack of transparency and 

difficulty conducting due diligence ranks as the third 

most challenging aspect of signing a deal among  

our respondents. 

3. Keep up to date with 

changing regulations. Antitrust 

and labour laws rank highly as major 

regulatory obstacles to getting deals 

done. In addition, many EU-level changes 

to regulation that have been put in 

place since the crisis have still to be 

transposed at a national level across the 

region. A lack of understanding of the 

local laws and regulatory regime risks 

putting the viability of a deal in jeopardy. 

5. Prepare for 
cultural issues. 
Organisational and cultural 

differences were the top 

challenges for corporate 

acquirers post-deal.  

Unless these issues are 

managed carefully, they 

have the potential to  

derail the success of a  

new acquisition.
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Partner, Rome
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adenicola@orrick.com
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About Orrick

Orrick is a top-ranked global law firm with a particular focus on serving companies in the 

technology, energy and financial sectors. Founded in San Francisco 150 years ago, the firm 

today offers clients a distinctive combination of local insight and consistent global quality 

across offices in Europe, the US and Asia and an affiliated office, Orrick RCI, in The Republic 

of Cote d’Ivoire. Orrick’s lawyers are known for delivering commercially oriented advice on 

sophisticated transactions and have an extraordinary record of wins in high-stakes disputes.

Orrick’s dedicated European M&A team of over 100 lawyers operates as part of a fully 

integrated global team on both cross-border and domestic transactions. Globally, we have 

advised on more than 600 M&A transactions, with an aggregate value in excess of $100 billion, 

over the last five years.

We have substantial global M&A experience in every major industry, including technology, 

energy & infrastructure, retail & consumer products, real estate, financial services, life sciences 

and manufacturing. Our clients range from fast high growth emerging companies to many of the 

world’s largest blue chip multinational organisations.

Our corporate lawyers play a significant role in planning and executing mergers and 

acquisitions for public and private companies, regularly representing both buyers and sellers in 

M&A transactions for Fortune 500, middle-market and emerging companies around the globe 

from transaction values of just a few million Euros to transactions worth billions of Euros.

We proactively address critical business and legal issues such as acquisition strategies, 

defensive strategies, market conditions, competition, valuation, integration and contingent 

liabilities to help clients successfully close M&A transactions and develop creative solutions. 



About Mergermarket

Mergermarket is an unparalleled, independent mergers & acquisitions 

(M&A) proprietary intelligence tool. Unlike any other service of its kind, 

Mergermarket provides a complete overview of the M&A market by 

offering both a forward-looking intelligence database and a historical 

deals database, achieving real revenues for Mergermarket clients. 

Remark, the events and publications arm of The Mergermarket Group, 

offers a range of publishing, research and events services that enable 

clients to enhance their own profile, and to develop new business 

opportunities with their target audience. 

To find out more, please visit:  

www.mergermarketgroup.com/events-publications

For more information, please contact:

Jeanne Gautron 

Publisher, Remark 

Tel: +44 20 3741 1059
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Disclaimer
This publication contains general information and is not intended to be comprehensive nor to provide financial,  investment, legal, 
tax or other professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, and it 
should not be acted on or relied upon or used as a basis for any investment or other decision or action that may affect you or your 
business. Before taking any such decision, you should consult  a suitability qualified professional adviser. Whilst reasonable effort 
has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication, this cannot be guaranteed and neither 
Mergermarket nor any of its subsidiaries or any affiliate thereof or other related entity shall have any liability to any person or entity 
which relies on the information contained in this publication, including incidental or consequential damages arising from errors or 
omissions. Any such reliance is solely at the user’s risk.

Part of The Mergermarket Group 

www.mergermarketgroup.com

330 Hudson St. FL 4
New York, 
NY 10013

t: +1 212.686.5606
f: +1 212.686.2664
sales.us@mergermarket.com

10 Queen Street Place
London
EC4R 1BE
United Kingdom

t: +44 (0)20 3741 1000
f: +44 (0)20 3741 1001
sales@mergermarket.com

Suite 1602-06
Grand Millennium Plaza
181 Queen’s Road, Central
Hong Kong

t: +852 2158 9700
f: +852 2158 9701
sales.asia@mergermarket.com


